2022 Annual Report

Every child and young adult succeeds with
Cradle 2 Career, through shared purpose, alignment,
and accountability among community partners.
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Each partner is fundamental to the efforts of Cradle 2 Career.
Whether it is time, talent, or financial support, we cannot
provide the services we do to our networks without the
investments of our partners.

HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATION NETWORK

KINDERGARTEN
READINESS NETWORK

Big Brothers Big Sisters
Boys & Girls Club of Rochester
Boys Scouts of America
(Gamehaven Council)
Family Service Rochester
Girl Scouts River Valleys
Hope Fuse
Journie
Living Room Tutors
Mayo Clinic
Next Chapter Ministries
Olmsted County
Opportunity Services
Rochester Area Chamber
of Commerce
Rochester Community and
Technical College
Rochester Public Library
Rochester Public Schools
Rosa Parks Charter High School
Rotary Clubs of Rochester
Sports Mentorship Academy
Workforce Development, Inc.

Civic League Day Nursery
Families First of Minnesota
Family Service Rochester
IMAA
Listos Preschool & Childcare
Olmsted County
Rochester Catholic Schools
Rochester Public Library
Rochester Public Schools
Serve Minnesota
SPARK
The Reading Center
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2021 Recap
At the end of the year 2020, our annual

2021 demonstrated the strength of the

report declared we were moving

relationships built in response to the

‘onward’ from the pandemic. Since

shutdown. Organizations that previously

then, our mission has not changed, it

partnered in order to keep the lights on

has merely intensified.

in 2020 were now partnering to bring

The shutdown and shift to distance
learning transformed our work in 2020.
Nearly every organization in our
community adapted to serve the
foundational needs of youth to be fed,
sheltered, and kept safe.

lasting innovation to their work.
Additionally, in the end of 2021 we
learned that our inaugural executive
director, Julie Brock, would be leaving
her role to pursue a doctorate at Winona
State University. We are happy to see her

Going into 2021, we had hoped for a

continue to grow and learn, and we are

return to predictability. As a community,

grateful for her years of service and

we were growing weary. While, as an

support to the Cradle 2 Career mission.

organization, we were bringing the
networks back to tackle the strategies
identified in 2019 and 2020. We were

Above all else, we learned that our

doing that with a renewed focus on

mission is far from over, and now

equity, ensuring our work reached all

more than ever is when our

students, not just those with ready access.

community needs the work we do.

ROCHESTER DEMOGRAPHICS BY RACE (2019)
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3.76K
6.85K
8.36K

WHITE

BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
9.14K

ASIAN

0.75K

HISPANIC

MULTICULTURAL (NON HISPANIC)
OTHER RACE
86.7K

Total Population= 115,560
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POPULATION TOTAL
115,557

MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
$73,106

TOTAL NUMBER
OF CHILDREN
27,733
9070

MEDIAN AGE
35.7

At first glance, Rochester
is an "above average"
community in health and
wealth. Behind the
curtain, however, lie
disparities equal to the
national average and
among the worst
in the state. 2

POPULATION
LIVING IN POVERTY
11,445

CHILDREN LIVING
IN POVERTY
3,514
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KINDERGARTEN READINESS NETWORK
ALL CHILDREN ARE READY FOR SUCCESS IN KINDERGARTEN

The Kindergarten Ready!
cards contain activities

COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

based on the domains of
kindergarten readiness.

AINS F
M
O
O
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Our goal is that every

and Spanish. This spring
the cards will be
distributed to families
throughout the Rochester

NESS
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English, Somali, Arabic,

AR

SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL

PHYSICAL AND
MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

A

The cards are available in

KIN DE

ready and eager to learn.

R

child enters kindergarten

APPROACHES
TO LEARNING

E
TEN R

LANGUAGE AND
LITERACY

CREATIVITY
AND THE ARTS

community.

"The first few years of education and preparedness are the most crucial
to establishing a solid foundation from which children can adapt to
school systems and learn successfully." - Claudia Tabini

WHAT WE
ACCOMPLISHED
Working with parents we
co-designed the cards.
The cards were created in
Spanish, Somali, English,
and Arabic.
We focused on a twogenerational approach that
emphasized social and
emotional learning.

WHERE WE CAN
IMPROVE
There are families with children
who are disconnected from
systems and we need to find
diverse ways to reach them.
The pandemic impacted the
development and education of
young children, we want to
better assess this situation.
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KINDERGARTEN READINESS NETWORK
Presented below is a summary of the percentages of children who have
achieved the milestones on-track for kindergarten. This data is was provided by
the members of the Kindergarten Readiness Network and is drawn from Teaching
Strategies Gold for four year-olds in the spring of 2021. 3

LANGUAGE, LITERACY, & COMMUNICATION
42% Comprehends language.
69% Uses an expanding expressive
vocabulary.
77% Speaks clearly.
42% Tell about anothers time or place.
49% Engages in conversations.
31% Uses social rules of language.
33% Thinks symbolically.
64% Interacts during reading
experiences, book conversations,
and text reflections.
15% Writes to convey ideas and
information.
PHYSICAL AND MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
73% Follows limits and expectations.
42% Demonstrates travelling skills.
60% Demonstrates balancing skills.
42% Demonstrates gross-motor
manipulative skills.
70% Uses fingers and hands.
48% Uses writing and drawing tools.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
73% Follows limits and expectations.
43% Consistently calms self when feeling
strong emotions or discomfort with only
occasional adult guidance and
assistance.
63% Takes care of own needs
appropriately.
58% Responds to emotional cues.
APPROACHES TO LEARNING
52% Solves problems.
44% Persists.
52% Attends and engages.
63% Shows curiosity and motivation.
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
43% Counts numbers.
38% Connects numerals with their
quantities.
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION NETWORK
ALL YOUTH GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL READY FOR THEIR NEXT STEP

Identified desired
cultural competencies
that adults who work
with youth should
understand.

Worked with Winona
State University (WSU)
to establish cultural
competencies
assessment tools for
the network.

GRADUATION

Partnered with
Coach Rob!
Motivations to
provide cultural
competency
training, based on
the assessments
results.

High school graduates
typically earn more and
are employed in more
steady occupations than
those who do not
graduate.

With the help of
WSU, a researchbased tool was
identified and it is
currently being
implemented across
the network’s
organizations.

Now what?
We have identified our next network strategy.
We will focus on supporting the 8th to 9th grade transition.
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IDENTIFYING OUR NEXT NETWORK
OUR NETWORKS

Cradle 2 Career is a member of the Strive
Together national affiliate. Members of
Strive Together operate through what are
called networks – groups of organizations
working towards achieving equity in
education.
Currently, we have two networks open
(Kindergarten Readiness and High School
Graduation). Utilizing this model, we aim to
eventually have seven open networks:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

0-3 Healthy Development
Kindergarten Readiness
Third Grade Reading
Eighth Grade Math
High School Graduation
Post-Secondary Completion
Workforce Participation

Having these networks open, which run
from cradle to career, ensures we
can support children and their
families at all stages of their
development and academic journey.

THE WORK WE DID
Throughout 2021, three interns from Cradle
2 Career worked to help identify which
network to open next in 2022. Each intern
specialized in their role – José Ortega on
quantitative data analysis, Misk Al Zahidy
on qualitative data analysis, and
Sahejpreet Gill on literature review.
The three, working in tandem, started by
gathering local quantitative data and
conducting a literature review on each of
the five potential networks. This narrowed it
down to three possible networks:

0-3 Healthy Development
Post-Secondary Completion
Workforce Participation
After conversations with local
collaborative efforts, the field was
narrowed to the 0-3 Healthy
Development and Post-Secondary
Completion Networks. This was done in
order to avoid duplicating current work
focused on workforce development and
participation.

OUR CONSIDERATIONS
When considering the 0-3 Healthy
Development Network and the PostSecondary Completion Network, we
turned to the literature. There are
significant benefits for starting early with
young families and establishing an early
presence within these subgroups.
Additionally, within our exploration, we
determined that there was a significant
overlap between the 0-3 Healthy
Development Network with the existing
Kindergarten Readiness network.
In order to learn more, we asked network
members for their opinions on opening
each network, and the consensus was
clear – the overlap in potential network
members was seen as strategic and
advantageous rather than burdensome.
Based on those learnings, we plan to
begin a focus on 0-3 Healthy
Development in late 2022. Following the
feedback from current network members,
we will explore the potential of this being
an additional strategy, focus, or joint
network with Kindergarten Readiness
rather than a stand-alone network.
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NETWORKS TO OPEN
AGE 5-6
199
(15.8%)

AGE 4
384
(30.5%)

AGE 3
677
(53.7%)

The chart to the left represents the
children screened in 2021 through the
early childhood screening for ages 3-6
(total of 1,260) in Rochester. This
screening is a free comprehensive
screening to examine a child's hearing,
vision, and development, forming a
picture of an individual child's skills in
thinking, language, motor control as well
as social/emotional development. 4

Certificate,
Diploma
54 (5%)

The chart to the right represents
the 2016 high school graduates
from Rochester Public Schools
(1,152) who went on to
complete post secondary
education options.5

Associate
Degree
89 (8%)

No PostSecondary
260 (22%)

Other/
Vocational
316 (27%)

Bachelor's
Degree
433 (38%)

84

FUTURE NETWORKS
Exceeds
115
(14.4%)
Does Not
Meet
318
(39.8%)

Meets
174
(21.8%)

Partially Meets
192
(24.0%)

The chart to the right
shows the number
(percentage) of 3rdgrade students and their
achievement in reading
according to the
Minnesota Academic
Standards within that
grade level. 7

The chart to the left shows the
number (percentage) of 8th-grade
students and their achievement in
Math according to the Minnesota
Academic Standards within that
grade level. 6

Exceeds
129
(11.2%)
Meets
441
(38.4%)

Does not
Meet
416
(36.3%)

Partially
Meets
161
(14.0%)
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PARTICIPATION
Unknown
14% (170)

The chart to the right shows the count (1248) of
graduates who enrolled in college after
graduation from Rochester high schools in 2020,
as well as those who did not attend college.
Graduates not found to be enrolled or working in
Minnesota are included in the unknown count.
These students may be working in another state,
enlisted in military service, be self-employed or
working in other organizations not subject to state
reporting, or not engaged in the labor force. 8

Employed
25% (315)

19

Construction

58

Education/Healthcare

61

Hospitality

10

Manufacturing

21

Other Services

Enrolled in
College
61% (763)

The chart to the left shows the
count (315) of graduates who
found employment in Minnesota
directly one year after high school
graduation either when attending
college or not. This data is divided
by seven industry categories
presented to follow the North
American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS). 8
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25

50
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100
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RSTORY
WHAT IS RSTORY?

RStory is a shared data
management platform that
connects data from various
partners and aims to improve
decision-making within the
community.
RStory functions by using data
from the platform to increase
data-driven decision-making, to
improve school and enrichment
programming, and make sure
that students are supported
wherever they are in the
community. Additionally, the
data provides key insights as to
how programs influence
academic outcomes such as
grades, attendance, and
behavior.

HOW?

We do this in partnership with
local Community Schools, the
21st Century Centers, and
community-based partners
across Rochester.
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RSTORY
Since 2016, Cradle 2 Career has partnered with
Rochester Public Schools and United Way of Olmsted
County to track school attendance and student
participation in activities and programs.
RStory currently
includes data from

48%
of RPS students.

R-Story is used at

5 community
schools:
Gage, Riverside, Alternative
Learning Center, and John
Marshall.

This coming spring
we will onboard

7 new community
partners:
Boys & Girls Club, SASSA,
RIYO, Somali Kulan Center,
Meadow Park Initiative,
and PACE.

R-Story is used at

8 school-based
21st
century centers:
Gage, Riverside, John
Adams, Friedell, Willow
Creek, Kellogg,
Century, and John
Marshall.

"Failure is the pillar of success. Technology is still a difficult subject
and things might not always work according to the plan. This
project is a process of itself and as we’re building it from scratch it is
taking its own course of time." - Nahida Nworen
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WHOLE FAMILY SYSTEMS
Whole Family Systems (WFS) is a
multi-year, multi-partner initiative
looking to improve early education
outcomes by serving the whole
family. The focus has refined over
time, with a stronger and greater
focus on digital equity.

While access to technology and
broadband is not the simple
solution, by contrast, digital literacy
is a key component of making sure
those tools are leveraged to their
full potential by families.

For the past 3 years C2C has
partnered with WFS to:

Promote well-being for
children and their
families.
Shift or realign systems to
increase access to
opportunities.
Promote accessibility to
engage community
members.

ACTIVE SINCE 2019

The impact of a single access point can be tremendous, reaching
multiple members of a family and influencing employment, education,
health access, and many other factors that help stabilize a family.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Family
Interviews
Data
anlaysis
Share findings
to state
Make process
improvements
Advocate for
systems change

WHO ARE WFS PARTNERS
IMAA
Families First of
Minnesota
Project FINE
SASSA
Early Ed partners
WFS is a multi-partner collaboration.
The core partners are Families First of
Minnesota and IMAA, both
Kindergarten Readiness network
members. C2C provides additional
technical assistance to those
partners by handling the evaluationlevel components.
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PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL
The parents in the Advisory Council represent the Hmong, Latino, African
American, Somali, and Ethiopian communities in Rochester.

They are trusted members of their communities and serve a bidirectional
communication role: they bring other parents’ voices to the forefront, and at
the same time bring back information that is useful and relevant to parents.

This group of parents meets monthly, provides valuable parent voice and
input to the network groups and will in time develop a partnership with
parents and staff to make decisions about strategies.

The first few meetings were themed as VIBES (Voices Influencing Better
Education Systems). VIBES are trainings in advocacy, the importance of
storytelling, relationship building, and action. During the next steps, the parents
will identify areas of interest for C2C to research. With this information and
knowledge, the Council will narrow down their focus for advocacy.

Last year, parents in the council wrote letters to state legislators to support
funding requests for Cradle 2 Career communities across the state.
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2021 FINANCIAL REPORT
INCOME
United Way
In-kind
$95,339.33

Donations
Through the support of United
$6,975.20 Fee for Service Way, that we have been able to
invest our time and efforts in the
$10,800.00
work of the networks and
decrease our general and
administrative costs.

Grants
$200,100.00
Remaining funds have
been added to a reserve
fund as a means of
increasing financial
stability and sustainability.

State of MN
$187,500.00

TOTAL = $500,714.53
As a sponsored program of Rochester
Area Foundation, we have been able
to apply for grants through their
leveraged 501(c)(3) status.

EXPENSES

General/Admin
$55,725.81

Payroll
$206,319.70

Program
$52,529.89

TOTAL = $314,575.40
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LEADERSHIP TABLE - 2022
Cathy Nathan (MN PTA) - C2C Co-Chair
Dr. Lori Carrell (UMR) - C2C Co-Chair
Betty Hutchins (Mayo Clinic) - C2C Treasurer, Finance Committee Chair
Jerome Ferson (United Way of Olmsted County) - C2C Secretary
Elaine Case (Rotary Clubs of Rochester) - C2C Governance Committee Chair
Amy Eich (Rochester Public Schools) - C2C Nominating Committee Co-Chair
Jennifer Woodford (Rochester Area Foundation) - C2C Nominating Committee Co-Chair
Aaron Benike - Benike Construction
Annemarie Vega - Rochester Catholic Schools
Cindy Steinhauser - City of Rochester
Christina Valdez - Listos Preschool & Childcare
Dr. Jeffrey Boyd - Rochester Community and Technical College
Dr. Jason Post - Mayo Clinic
Dr. Kent Pekel - Rochester Public Schools
Dr. Nicholas Wysocki - Winona State University
Kathleen Harrington - Volunteer Representative
Omar Nur - Somalia Rebuild Organization
Pastor Andre Crockett - Vision Church
Sharai Liu - Student Representative
Sonji Davis - Workforce Development Inc
Travis Gransee - Olmsted County
Wendy Siercks - IBM
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR CO-CHAIRS
ERIN SEXTON (CO-CHAIR)
(2020 - 2021)

Coming together to improve education
outcomes for all students is at the core of
Cradle 2 Career. I’m a firm believer that the
only way we are going to achieve
educational equity is to align the resources
in the community using data as our guide. It
has been an honor to serve as co-chair of
Cradle 2 Career during the organization’s
formative years. Educational equity is not
something we will achieve overnight but I
am confident that Cradle 2 Career provides
Rochester with the foundation and
collective commitment to help all our kids
achieve from Cradle 2 Career.

CATHY NATHAN (CO-CHAIR)

2021 provided an opportunity for
Cradle 2 Career to prove its mettle. We
continued the work to fulfill our mission,
uninterrupted by the ebbs and flow of
internal and external challenges. We were
sad to say goodbye to, but excited for the
new opportunities ahead for Julie Brock, our
first Executive Director. We managed
turnover at the Leadership Table, replacing
valued veterans with new members eager
to bring their commitment and energy. We
were bolstered by the capabilities of our
Interim Executive Directors Claudia Tabini
and Kelsey Duffy, as well as the staff and

interns who gracefully balanced their
existing responsibilities while taking on
new ones. Our Cradle 2 Career partners
came together in the networks and
completed important goals of delivering
the Kindergarten readiness cards to
families and completing training and
evaluation materials that will improve
Rochester's ability to serve the needs of
our youth in a culturally competent
manner. We maintained and increased
the financial support for our backbone
functions. As we all look hopefully to the
next year, Cradle 2 Career continues to
focus on how our goals and strategies
and outcomes need to adjust in response
to the impacts of the pandemic. We
know from our experiences and
feedback received this year that Cradle 2
Career and our community partnerships
are needed more than ever. Our strength
lies in our unwavering commitment and
the people and organizations we have
engaged in this effort. We are grateful for
your continued support of Cradle 2
Career and look forward to what we will
continue to accomplish together.
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THE FACES BEHIND C2C

CLAUDIA TABINI
Co-Interim Executive Director
Director of Community
Engagement

NAHIDA NWOREN
Data Manager

JOSE ORTEGA
Data Intern

ZENI ALY
Community Impact
Administrative Assistant
(United Way)

KELSEY DUFFY
Co-Interim Executive Director
Director of Data &
Research

DENEENE GRAHAM
NICHOLAS MOLINA
Parent Engagement Specialist Communications Manager

AYOOLUWA ODEYINKA
Evaluation Special
Project/Student
Engagement Intern

ANGALEE SCHMIDT
Social Media Intern

SAHEJPREET GILL
Data Intern

MISK AL ZAHIDY
Special Project Intern
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LOOKING ONWARD

Cradle 2 Career succeeds because

2021 dealt an ever-changing

of the cross-collaborative efforts

landscape for our partners. Learning

between staff, educators,

how they were doing individually

partnerships with community

helped us understand how, as a

organizations, and the general

collective, they could move forward

public. Using data-backed

with their strategies to better impact

approaches, and careful

children and youth. The intersection

observations, Cradle 2 Career is

below was data gathered from HS

able to bring awareness,

and KR partners. It shows how

understanding, empathy, and

mental health, uncertainty, and

direction to the work of the

isolation/connection have risen to

networks. It is vital to gather real-

the top as some of the greatest

time data that is relevant to the

concerns for both families and the

circumstances the community and

organizations serving them.

network partners are facing. We use
a variety of methods to gather this
information, including polling
software, research questionnaires,
calls, surveys, and direct
conversations with all parties
involved.
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